EDUCATION’S ONGOING DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

From August 1 through September 30, 2020, learners, educators and administrators logged record-breaking use of Blackboard EdTech solutions.

Classrooms transformed.

9,000% increase in use of virtual classrooms year over year.

60% increase in mobile device use for learning year over year.

Educators motivated students with digital tools.

128M+ launches of third-party tools including online proctoring tools, lab simulations and open education resources.

91M+ launches of additional Blackboard tools from within the LMS.

Schools, districts and communities engaged with one another.

936M+ webpage views.

236M+ phone call minutes.

454M+ emails sent.

291M+ texts delivered.

Learners accessed personalized resources.

15% increase in support provided to students by their institution year over year.

4.4M alternative content formats downloaded by students.

Digital learning interactions skyrocketed.

979M+ interactions in Blackboard Learn SaaS.

The digital transformation of teaching and learning provides insight into learner, educator and administrator behavior like never before. These data insights are driving our next wave of EdTech innovation.

Follow blog.blackboard.com to stay in-the-know on our latest innovations.